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This study aims to analyze: 1) The responsibility of a notary who participates in the crime of certificate embezzlement. 2) Juridical implications for deeds issued by notaries participating in the crime of certificate embezzlement. The approach used in this study is a sociological-juridical approach. The specification of the research used is descriptive analytical research. Types of data using primary data and secondary data obtained through interviews and literature. The data analysis method used in this research is descriptive analysis. The results of the study concluded: 1) Responsibilities of Notaries who participated in committing the crime of certificate embezzlement in Samarinda City were sentenced to 3 months in prison. Notary MS was legally and convincingly proven guilty of committing the crime of participating in embezzlement and fulfilling the elements in Article 372 of the Criminal Code juncto article 55 paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code. This proves that notaries are not above the law, notaries are the same as ordinary people who must comply with laws and regulations. 2) The juridical implication of the deed issued by a notary who participated in the crime of embezzlement of certificates in Samarinda City, namely that the DA as the legal owner can apply for the cancellation of the deed of sale and purchase and certificates to the Court. The filing for annulment aims to maintain legal certainty and certainty of the rights to his land. The imposition of a criminal sentence against Notary MS does not necessarily mean that the deed in question becomes null and void by law.

A. INTRODUCTION

The existence of a Notary is very important in the midst of people's lives. Notaries play a role in providing guarantees of certainty, order and legal protection to the public regarding the making of authentic deeds. This authentic deed is very necessary in every aspect of people's lives. The making of an authentic deed which contains formal truth really needs the help and services of a notary so that the authentic deed can be understood and accepted by all parties and has guaranteed legal certainty. The role of a notary regarding assistance in providing legal certainty and legal protection for the community is very important. The role of this notary is more

2 Putri AR, Legal Protection for Notaries (Indicator of the Duties of a Notary's Office which has implications for Criminal Acts), Medan, Softmedia, 2011, page.32
preventive or preventive for future legal problems by making authentic deeds related to legal status, rights and obligations of a person in law, and so on which functions as the most perfect evidence in court, namely in the event of a rights dispute. and that obligation.³

The position of a notary as an official for making authentic deeds is stated in Article 2 Paragraph 1 of Act No. 2 of 2014 concerning Amendments to Act No. 30 of 2004 concerning the Position of Notary, which states that a Notary is a public official authorized to make authentic deeds and has other authorities as referred to in this Law or based on other laws. Authentic deed drawn up by or before a notary according to the form and procedure stipulated in the law.⁴ Every time a notary performs his/her duties in making a deed, he has responsibility for the deed he makes as a realization of the wishes of the parties in the form of an authentic deed. Notary responsibilities are closely related to duties and authority as well as morality both personally and as public officials.⁵

Notaries in carrying out their duties must be guided by the UUJN and the notary's code of ethics. Notaries who commit violations will receive sanctions. Notaries cannot escape from civil and even criminal prosecution, meaning that all actions of a Notary in carrying out their duties and obligations must be legally accountable, including with all the consequences to be subject to legal sanctions for violations of the underlying legal norms.⁶ As happened in Samarinda City, where the MS Notary person who participated in the crime of embezzlement of certificates which for his actions, based on the 2018 Samarinda District Court Decision, was proven to have committed a crime of participating in embezzlement as stipulated and punishable by Article 372 of the Criminal Code. There are two elements contained in Article 372 of the Criminal Code, namely objective elements and subjective elements. The objective element, namely owning goods that are wholly or partly owned by another person; the goods are in his possession or controlled by him not because of a crime. While the subjective element, namely deliberately against the law. The intention of owning is any act of controlling goods or a will to control goods over his real power and is an act as the owner of the goods.⁷

The imposition of criminal sanctions against a Notary must be based on the provisions of the Criminal Code, which means that the Notary will be punished based on the crime he committed. Article 486 of Act No. 1 of 2023 Concerning the Criminal Code (KUHP) in the Second Book Concerning
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Criminal Acts, Chapter XXVI concerning the Crime of Embezzlement explains that every person who unlawfully owns an object that partially or wholly belongs to another person, who is in his power not because of a criminal act, shall be punished for embezzlement, with a maximum imprisonment of 4 (four) years or a maximum fine of category IV. In the eyes of the law, a person who is a notary is the same as the public in general, who is not immune to the law, and can be held criminally responsible. The criminal actions of the Notary MS in Samarinda City who committed the crime of participating in embezzlement had an impact on his profession.

B. RESEARCH METHODS

The approach method in this research is a sociological juridical approach. The specification of the research used is descriptive analytical research. Types of data using primary and secondary data. Data collection by interview method and literature study. The data analysis method used is descriptive qualitative analysis.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Responsibilities of Notaries Who Participate in the Crime of Certificate Embezzlement in Samarinda City

The position of a Notary in the eyes of the law is the same as that of society in general, who are not immune to the law, and can be held criminally responsible. An example of a case that the author raises is a case of embezzlement committed by a Notary/PPAT. Defendant Notary MS in Samarinda was criminally prosecuted for participating in embezzlement of certificates based on the 2018 Samarinda District Court Decision. Briefly, the chronology of the case was that Notary MS made a sale and purchase deed of a plot of land where a shop stood on it to complete administrative requirements when transferring rights in Office of the National Land Agency.

The investigators and the public prosecutor indicted Notary MS for embezzlement of certificates based on Article 372 of the Criminal Code in conjunction with Article 55 paragraph (1) first of the Criminal Code. The Panel of Judges in charge of adjudicating this case at the Samarinda District Court in 2018 provided legal considerations that the public prosecutor had charged the defendant with alternative forms of indictment, so that the panel of judges by taking into account the legal facts mentioned above chose directly the First Alternative indictment as stipulated in Article 372 Criminal Code Jo. Article 55 paragraph (1) 1st of the Criminal Code, the elements of which are as follows:

a. Elements of "Whoever"

The whoever element is any person who is a legal subject to whom he can be held accountable according to law for his actions. The whoever element refers to the perpetrator/subject of the crime, namely people and corporations. The element of whoever refers to a

---

legal subject, whether in the form of an individual or a corporation or legal entity, if proven to fulfill the elements of a crime, then he can be called a perpetrator.\(^9\)

b. The element "Deliberately and unlawfully owns something that should or partly belongs to another person, but what is in his power is not because of a crime". This intentional element is a subjective element in the crime of embezzlement, namely an element that is attached to the subject of the crime, or attached to the person of the perpetrator. This is because the element is deliberately an element in the crime of embezzlement, by itself this element must be proven.\(^10\).

The panel of judges also considered the accompanying indictment, namely Article 55 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code with the following elements:

a. Elements of "who did, who ordered to do and who took part in doing the action", with the following considerations:

1) Considering, that based on the facts revealed in court both based on the testimony of witnesses and the statement that the defendant as a notary made a Sale and Purchase Deed for witness SH sold 1 unit shophouse with certificate of ownership number 3640 to witness DM where 1 unit shophouse is wholly owned by the witness DA but that was within the power of the witness and the defendant because in the process of transferring names to witness DA, as a result witness DA suffered a loss of IDR 223,000,000, so that the defendant participated in the act.

2) Considering whereas thus this element has also been proven and fulfilled according to law.

3) Considering that because all the elements of Article 372 of the Criminal Code juncto article 55 paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code have been fulfilled, the defendant must be declared legally and convincingly proven to have committed the crime as charged in the first alternative indictment of the public prosecutor. So the Panel of Judges made a decision as stated in the 2018 Samarinda District Court Decision.

4) Considering, that because the defendant was sentenced to a crime, he must also be burdened with paying court fees.

b. Taking into account, Article 372 of the Criminal Code juncto article 55 paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code, Act No. 8 of 1981 concerning criminal procedural law and other relevant laws and regulations. At trial, stated that the defendant MS mentioned above, was legally and convincingly proven guilty of committing the crime of participating in embezzlement as stated in the first alternative indictment.

---


c. Sentenced punishment to the defendant, therefore with imprisonment for 3 months.

According to the results of research conducted by the author, the decision taken by the Panel of Judges was very appropriate, because in the trial process Notary MS was proven legally involved in the crime of embezzlement of the DA's certificate. In addition, MS Notary can also be charged with guilt because it fulfills all elements that can be given criminal sanctions, namely:
   a. Responsible Ability.
   b. Intentional (dolus) or negligence (culpa)
   c. No excuses.

The author also believes that the article handed down against the defendant Notary MS is also appropriate, namely Article 372 of the Criminal Code in conjunction with article 55 paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code. Where the actions of Notary MS have fulfilled all the elements contained in the Article, as described in the 2018 Samarinda District Court Decision.

Notary MS, even though he received a prison sentence, was not dismissed from his position as a notary. This matter regarding the dishonorable discharge sanction is regulated in Article 12 and Article 13 of the Act No. 2 of 2014 concerning Amendments to Act No. 30 of 2004 concerning the Position of Notary, that the Notary who is sentenced to imprisonment is less than 5 (five) years may be subject to dishonorable dismissal, so there is an opportunity for a Notary to become a Notary again with the sanction revoked. It has been proven that MS Notary has returned to notary practice. Based on the example of the MS Notary case, the factor in the violation of the law committed by the Notary stems from low morale and integrity as well as demands for welfare from the Notary concerned.

Criminal liability for embezzlement committed by a Notary, namely a Notary will be given a prison sentence if he has fulfilled the elements of the crime of embezzlement as set forth in Article 372 of the Criminal Code Jo Article 55 paragraph (1). The theory of legal liability has been developed by Hans Kelsen. HAn Kelsen divides the principles of accountability into 4 (four), namely:
   a. Individual responsibility, namely accountability that must be carried out for violations committed by themselves.
   b. Collective accountability means that an individual is responsible for a violation committed by another person.
   c. Liability based on fault means that an individual is responsible for a violation committed intentionally and is expected to cause harm.

11 Dicky Armandau, Accountability of Notary Persons in the Crime of Participating in Embezzlement of Certificates, Law Journal University of August 17 1945 Samarinda, page 1
d. Absolute accountability means that an individual is responsible for a violation he committed accidentally or unexpectedly.\(^\text{12}\)

Based on the theory of legal responsibility, the MS Notary case above is individual responsibility, the notary’s actions in committing the crime of embezzlement of certificates fulfill the elements of the embezzlement article, namely Article 372 of the Criminal Code, which reads:

"Anyone who intentionally owns against the rights of an item which completely or partly belongs to another person and the item is in his hands not because of a crime, is punished for embezzlement, with a maximum prison sentence of 4 (four) years."

The responsibility of the notary MS is also liability based on error because the embezzlement of certificates was done intentionally and caused a loss to the owner of the certificate in the amount of IDR 223,000,000-. Criminal accountability is an assessment that is carried out after all elements of a crime have been fulfilled or a crime has been proven. Assessment is carried out objectively and subjectively, objectively evaluating is related to the maker with the legal norms he violated, so that it relates to the actions and moral values he violated.\(^\text{13}\) Criminal responsibility arises with the continuation of objective reproach (verwijibaarheid) for actions that are declared as criminal acts based on the applicable criminal law, and on the subject to the maker who fulfills the requirements to be subject to punishment because of his actions.\(^\text{14}\) Criminal responsibility as a conception is different from the terms of criminal responsibility which include inability to take responsibility, mistakes and the absence of excuses.\(^\text{15}\)

2. Juridical Implications of Deeds Issued by Notaries Who Participated in the Crime of Embezzlement of Certificates in Samarinda City

Based on the case of the MS notary in Samarinda City, the judge decided that the MS notary had been proven guilty of embezzling certificates and was sentenced to 3 months in prison. This decision has an impact on the legal certainty of the certificate and Sale Purchase Deed made by Notary MS to third parties as well as the legal certainty of the original owner. According to Radbruch, there are 4 (four) things related to the meaning of legal certainty, namely: \(^\text{16}\)


a. The law is positive, meaning that positive law is statutory regulations. Each land has a unique history, so status and legality must be ensured so as not to cause disputes when it is to be used. Therefore, it is not only land owned by residents that must be certified, but local government assets must also be certified. Article 19 of the Basic Agrarian Law confirms that in order to guarantee legal certainty, the government will register land throughout the territory of the Republic of Indonesia according to the provisions stipulated by Government Regulations. The purpose of land registration is to provide legal certainty, so land registration is not only the responsibility of the government, but also the obligation of the rights holders concerned. Because land registration is a big job that requires a lot of experts, equipment and big money, so that if the registration of the land is not obligatory on the holder of the rights to the land in question, then what is expected from the registration of the land will not mean much. Efforts regarding the direction of legal certainty and certainty of land rights require land registration that is rechtskadaster in nature, meaning that it aims to guarantee legal certainty by providing certainty of rights to the holders of the rights concerned. Making a sale and purchase deed by Notary MS to a third party which was carried out without the knowledge of the DA as the legal owner is an act of embezzlement which cannot guarantee legal certainty for the sale and purchase deed or certificate made by the notary MS. Then what is expected from the land registration will not mean much. Efforts regarding the direction of legal certainty and certainty of land rights require land registration that is rechtskadaster in nature, meaning that it aims to guarantee legal certainty by providing certainty of rights to the holders of the rights concerned. Making a sale and purchase deed by Notary MS to a third party which was carried out without the knowledge of the DA as the legal owner is an act of embezzlement which cannot guarantee legal certainty for the sale and purchase deed or certificate made by the notary MS. Then what is expected from the land registration will not mean much. Efforts regarding the direction of legal certainty and certainty of land rights require land registration that is rechtskadaster in nature, meaning that it aims to guarantee legal certainty by providing certainty of rights to the holders of the rights concerned. Making a sale and purchase deed by Notary MS to a third party which was carried out without the knowledge of the DA as the legal owner is an act of embezzlement which cannot guarantee legal certainty for the sale and purchase deed or certificate made by the notary MS. Efforts regarding the direction of legal certainty and certainty of land rights require land registration that is rechtskadaster in nature, meaning that it aims to guarantee legal certainty by providing certainty of rights to the holders of the rights concerned. Making a sale and purchase deed by Notary MS to a third party which was carried out without the knowledge of the DA as the legal owner is an act of
embezzlement which cannot guarantee legal certainty for the sale and purchase deed or certificate made by the notary MS. Efforts regarding the direction of legal certainty and certainty of land rights require land registration that is rechtsskadaster in nature, meaning that it aims to guarantee legal certainty by providing certainty of rights to the holders of the rights concerned. Making a sale and purchase deed by Notary MS to a third party which was carried out without the knowledge of the DA as the legal owner is an act of embezzlement which cannot guarantee legal certainty for the sale and purchase deed or certificate made by the notary MS.

b. The law is based on facts meaning that the law is based on reality

Errors that occur in the deeds made by a notary will be corrected by the judge when the notary's deed is submitted to the court as evidence. The authority of the judge to declare a notarial deed null and void, can be canceled or the notary deed is declared to have no legal force. In the case of the MS notary, the DA as the legal owner can apply for the cancellation of the deed of sale and purchase and the certificate to the Court. This aims to maintain legal certainty and certainty of land rights.

c. Reality (facts) must be formulated in a clear way so as to avoid mistakes in meaning, besides being easy to implement.

Proof of the transfer of land rights must be proven by a deed made by and before the Official for Making Land Deeds called PPAT, namely a deed of sale and purchase which will then be used as the basis for registering changes to land registration data as referred to in the provisions of Article 95 paragraph 1 letter a Regulation of the Minister of Agrarian Affairs/Head BodylandNational No. 3 of 1997. The sale and purchase deed drawn up before the Land Deed Making Officer is called the PPAT with the aim of providing legal certainty to the right holder of a plot of land (land buyer).  

d. Positive law should not be easily changed.

The deed of sale and purchase of land drawn up by and before the Land Deed Official, called PPAT, is evidence of the implementation of a certain legal action, so that legal acts of transfer of land rights can be registered at the local Land Office.

The imposition of a criminal sentence against a Notary does not necessarily mean that the deed in question becomes null and void by law. It is not legally appropriate if there is a criminal court decision to cancel the notary deed, on the grounds that the notary is proven to have committed a crime. Thus what must be done by those who will or wish

---

to get the Notary in question, then the legal action that must be taken is to cancel the deed in question through a civil lawsuit.\(^\text{18}\)

**D. CONCLUSION**

The juridical implication of the deed issued by a notary who participated in the crime of embezzlement of certificates in Samarinda City is that the DA as the legal owner can apply for the cancellation of the deed of sale and purchase and certificates to the Court. The filing for annulment aims to maintain legal certainty and certainty of the rights to his land. The imposition of a criminal sentence against Notary MS does not necessarily mean that the deed in question becomes null and void by law. A matter that is not legally appropriate if there is a criminal court decision with a ruling canceling the notarial deed.
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